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This winter I had the privilege of spending four and one-half weeks in India under an
exchange program sponsored by the Commonwealth Foundation and administered by the
Agricultural Institute of Canada. I visited nine Indian institutions that grant bachelors,
masters or doctoral degrees in Agricultural Engineering. In addition there were stops at
the International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines, the University of Science and
Technology at Kunnasi, Ghana (for the Canadian International Development Agency) and
the National Institute of Agricultural Engineering and the National College of Agricultural
Engineering at Silsoe, England.

Throughout my travels I was cognizant of the many contributions made by overseas
advisors. In the past twenty years a number of CSAE members including the late Evan
Hardy, George Bryce, Bob Rae, Art Strautman, Terry Oatway, Lionel Coulthard, Herb
Lapp, Barney Stephanson, Mel Hendrickson, Kaljo Pohjakas, Bob Hore and others have
served in other countries.

In India I was able to spend several days with fellowCanadiansTracy Andersonand
Russ Lunney who are working on the Coordinated Research Project for Dryland Agri
culture. The Canada Department of Agriculture and the Canadian International Develop
ment Agency are assisting the Indian Council of Agricultural Research in trying to spread
the green revolution to non-irrigated areas.

A number of Agricultural Engineers will be needed by the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA) for advisory positions in many parts of the world. Will our
membership or institutions be able to meet these needs? In many cases an institution,
government agency or industry is thin in various areas (such as Soil and Water) so that the
secondment of even one person creates hardship to an ongoing program. Thislack of "bench
strength" may prevent an enthusiastic staffmember from accepting an overseas assignment.
A solution to this problem will be needed if agricultural engineers in Canadawillbe able to
participate in these programs.

Another school of thought concerning foreign assignments is that the advisor loses
ground in his research, teaching, extension or management activities. A successful research
scientist may for example, lose hiscontinuity of research funds, have hispublication record
interrupted, and if he is on direct secondment, lose his annual merit increments. This need
not happen if the advisor keeps up in his field and the administration of his institution or
company are prepared to accept foreign experience asanenrichment for theirstaff.

Although the Canadian Society of Agricultural Engineering may not get involved
directly in overseas assignments our society should take the initiative in assisting CIDA to
locate and recruit agricultural engineers. Canadians have an excellent reputation around the
world as helpful, dedicated people. We should have nodifficulty in carrying our share of the
load if several of the obstacles mentioned can be overcome.

Canadian Agricultural Engineering publishes papers covering the general field of
Agricultural Engineering that fit into one of the following classifications: 1) a scientific
paper based on original research; 2) a technical paper based ondesign, development, testing,
or analysis of machines, equipment, structures, processes, or practice; 3) a general paper on
education relative to curricula and philosophy or trends in science, on a survey or investiga
tion of somephase of research or research methods,or on extension or extension methods.
The Editoral Board may also publish abstracts of papers published elsewhereand interesting
news items of members or developments in Agricultural Engineering.

Manuscripts for publication should be submitted to the Chairman of the Editorial
Board. The papers must be originalsand must not have been published elsewhere or copy
righted. The author, not the CSAE, is responsible for opinions expressed. Information
published in Canadian Agricultural Engineering may bequoted in whole or inpart provided
that credit is given to the author and to the journal. Information on page, reprint, and other
charges may be obtained from members of the Board.

Central Office Address: Suite 907, 151 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5H4
Published Semi-Annually (June and December)

Subscription Rate: $4.00 per annum
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NOTES TO CONTRIBUTORS

The Editorial Board will assess suit

ability and essential detail of papers
submitted for publication in Canada
Agricultural Engineering. One or more
reviewers will be used. Their comments

and suggestions will be compiled and sub
mitted to the author. The review will
ensure that:

1. A research paper does represent a
piece of research carried to a well-
defined stage of advancement and that
the conclusions are adequately sup
ported by the experimental results.

2. A technical paper represents a clear,
concise, and factual outline and inter
pretation of the development, design,
test, or analysis under consideration
and that it is a contribution in the

field of agricultural engineering.

3. A general paper on education, re
search, or extension is pertinent to
major changes in curricula, research, or
extension or to forward-looking devel
opments in these areas.

MANUSCRIPT

The manuscript should be typed
double-spaced on paper 8-1/2 x 11 in.
(21.6 x 27.9 cm), with margins not less
than 1-1/4 in. (3.3 cm). The first page
should contain the title, author's name
and address, and any necessary footnotes.
Tables and captions for illustrations
should be on separate pages placed after
the text. Manuscript paper with num
bered lines is preferred. The original and
two copies are required.

The title of the paper should be capi
talized and centred on the page. If there
is only one author, centre the name and
address under the title. If there are two or

more authors, space names and addresses
equally under the title. Use lower case
except for the first letter of major words.
Do not use abbreviations in the address.
If the author is a member of the Society,
designate as Member CSAE.

ORGANIZATION

The paper should be organized to con
form with present Journal practice. Re
search and technical papers must include
a short Summary section of about 200
words.

Major headings — Centre on the page
with all words in capital letters.

Subheadings - Start at left-hand mar
gin, capitalize first letter of major words.

Sub-subheadings - Start at left-hand
margin, in lower case except first letter of
first word, and underline.

Technical and detailed information

should be included in only one fashion —
by description, table, graph, chart, or
photograph.

References

List references alphabetically by
authors at the end. Include year of pub
lication, title in lower case except first
letter of first word, and source, with
volume and page numbers where applic
able. Names of periodicals should be
abbreviated in the form given in either
the List of Periodicals Abstracted by
Chemical Abstracts or the American
Standard for Periodical Title Abbrevia
tions. Material in press, with the name of
the journal, may be used as a reference.
Private communications and reports or
numbered papers not yet accepted for
publication should be referred to in par
entheses in the text or in a footnote.

Designate footnotes by lower-case letters
in alphabetical order using superscript
letters in the text. References in the

manuscript should be designated by
arabic numerals in parentheses.

Tables

Designate tables at the top by table
number (Roman numerals) and title, all
in capital letters. All headings and other
information in tables are to be in lower

case except first letter of first word. Keep
the table compact and place it across the
page wherever possible. Do not use verti
cal lines.

Measurements

Use the metric system in the text
where practical or list metric equivalents
in parentheses after English units. Use
only one system in tables, charts, or
graphs.

Equations

Equations and formulas must be set up
clearly. Use capitals for symbols as much

as possible and lower case for superscripts
and subscripts. Greek and other charac
ters should be identified clearly. Equa
tions should be numbered on the right-
hand margin in large numbers and in line
with the centre of the equation.

Abbreviations

Typical phrases should be abbreviated
(e.g., rpm, cps, hp, pto). They should be
typed in lower case without periods.
Abbreviate units of measures only when
used with numerals. Do not use abbrevia
tions in the title or the summary of a
paper. Normally, numbers less than 10
should be spelled out, e.g., six.

Paragraphs

If paragraphs are to be numbered, de
signate by arabic numerals. Designate sub
paragraphs by lower case letters in par
entheses.

ILLUSTRATIONS

An illustration or a group of them
should be planned to fit, after reduction,
into a space equal in width to that oc
cupied on the journal page by one
column (preferred) or two or three
columns if necessary. The original should
not be more than three times the size of
the final reproduction. For identification
the figure number, author's name, and
paper title should be written lightly in the
lower left corner of a photograph. Use a
soft lead pencil. Photographs should be
printed on glossy paper with strong con
trasts approximately 5 x 7 in. (12.7 x
17.8 cm) in size. One set is required for
each copy of the paper.

Line drawings

Make line drawings with india ink on
plain or blue-lined paper or other suitable
material. Letters, numerals, labels, and
axis captions should be made in capital
size with a lettering guide (not a type
writer). They should be large enough that
the smallest character will not be less

than 1 mm high when reduced. Type the
figure numbers and captions on a separate
page. One set of clear copies is required
with each copy of the paper. The original
drawings must be provided when the
paper is accepted for printing.
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